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ABSTRACT: We report calculations of one and two photon
absorption (OPA and TPA, respectively) spectra of the green
ﬂuorescent protein (GFP) chromophore using the doubleharmonic parallel-mode approximation and including explicit
dependence of the electronic transition moments on nuclear
geometry. The non-Condon eﬀects are found to be more
signiﬁcant for TPA resulting in a diﬀerent shape of the spectra
and a blue shift of 500 cm-1 of the TPA peak absorption relative to OPA. The computed shift is in excellent agreement
with the experimentally observed 700 cm-1.
SECTION: Biophysical Chemistry

he green ﬂuorescent protein (GFP) has revolutionized the
ﬁelds of cell and molecular biology by permitting speciﬁcally
targeted cellular imaging.1-3 Recently, there has been considerable interest in using GFP in conjunction with two-photon laser
scanning microscopy (TPLSM).4-6 The longer wavelengths
used in ﬂuorescence imaging via two-photon excitation oﬀer
the advantages of greater penetration depth, reduced photodamage and photobleaching, and smaller background ﬂuorescence. Two-photon absorption (TPA) experiments on GFP,
however, have revealed a systematic blue shift of the absorption
peak from one-photon absorption (OPA) experiments for which
the cause is not fully understood.7-12 Since there is also signiﬁcant interest in the preparation of “designer” ﬂuorescent
proteins, which are capable of absorbing and emitting at speciﬁc
wavelengths, an understanding of the factors that aﬀect the TPA
spectrum is important.
Several explanations for the observed 500-750 cm-1 shift of
the absorption peak have been posited. One possible explanation
is the presence of a nearby excited state that is dark under OPA,
but bright for TPA.7 Previous calculations in our group, however,
show no evidence of a dark state in close proximity to the bright
πfπ* state.13,14 Moreover, the presence of a dark state within
less than 1000 cm-1 from the bright state would result in strong
vibronic couplings, intensity borrowing, and reduction in the
ﬂuorescence yield, which is not observed experimentally. Finally,
as pointed out in refs 8 and 10, it is unlikely that such a dark state
is present within the same energy interval from the bright state in
many of ﬂuorescent proteins (see, for example, ref 10) and in
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other molecules for which blue-shifted TPA spectra have been
reported.15
An alternative explanation, which we pursue in this letter, is
that the change in the transition moment along some normal coordinates leads to preferential transition into excited vibrational
levels of the S1 state. The transition of interest is πfπ*, and a
Huckel-like model predicts that the transition dipole moment
depends sensitively on the geometry of the bridge moiety (see eq
A4 in ref 16). Since a number of the Franck-Condon active
modes involve stretching or bending around the central carbon
atom of the chromophore, one can anticipate signiﬁcant nonCondon eﬀects for the absorption spectra. The vibronic eﬀects in
TPA absorption have been noted before15 and suggested as a
possible explanation of the blue-shifted TPA in ﬂuorescent
proteins,10,11 however, no ﬁrst-principle calculations have been
performed to support this hypothesis.
This letter is organized as follows. In the next section we
describe the details of how we compute the absorption spectra,
including how we obtain geometries and OPA and TPA cross
sections. The following section compares our calculated OPA
spectra with gas-phase experiments17 on the model chromophore
and with wild-type GFP in the native protein environment.7 We
also compare our calculated OPA and TPA spectra. Finally we
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ω, respectively, while μi is the ith Cartesian component of the
electronic dipole moment operator. Alternatively, the transition
matrix elements may be computed directly from the secondorder response, which is how they are obtained in this letter.
To compute FCFs and the total OPA and TPA transition
probabilities (eq 5), we employ the double harmonic, parallel
normal mode approximation and assume a linear dependence of
the transition moments on the nuclear coordinates. The displacements along normal modes are computed using the ezSpectrum program,21 and the optimized geometries of the ground and
π-π* excited state are from ref 14. The normal modes of the
ground-state are used in the parallel normal mode approximation. Previous calculations using ezSpectrum for polyatomic
molecules (e.g., DNA bases) have demonstrated that the parallel
normal mode approximation reproduces Franck-Condon
envelopes well even in cases where there is signiﬁcant mode
mixing (Duschinsky rotation).22
For the model chromophore of GFP, we use 40 -hydroxybenzylidene-2,3-dimethylimidazoline (HBDI). The ground (S0)
state geometry and harmonic frequencies were previously optimized using resolution-of-the-identity second-order MøllerPlesset perturbation theory (RI-MP2), while the excited (S1)
state geometry was optimized using scaled-opposite-spin conﬁguration interaction with single excitations and perturbative
doubles [SOS-CIS(D0)]. The displacements along normal modes
connecting the S0 and S1 geometries were evaluated using the two
previously calculated geometries and the S0 normal modes. To
obtain transition moments for OPA, CIS/cc-pVDZ calculations
were performed at geometries where a single normal mode had
been displaced from its equilibrium S0 value to its S1 value, where
the value is the dimensionless scale factor along mass-weighted,
normalized modes that yields the S1 geometry. The calculations
for the one-photon transition moments were performed using
the Q-CHEM suite of quantum chemistry programs.23
TPA transition moments were obtained using the same displacements at the TD-DFT(B3LYP)/6-31G(d) level of theory in
Dalton and assuming linear polarization of the light.24 Although
we report absolute TPA cross sections, we are primarily interested in the relative change of the TPA moments with molecular
geometry. B3LYP signiﬁcantly underestimates the absolute TPA
cross-section for GFP, as reported previously; however, we expect
that it reproduces well the correct dependence on geometry.8
TPA calculations using the CIS wave functions yielded similar
trends. To check for internal consistency we have also performed the same calculations using a ground (S0) state optimized
using B3LYP, and these are available in the Supporting
Information (SI). In calculations of an isolated chromophore,
it is necessary to use a small basis set to avoid mixing of the
bright states with the electron-detached continuum,13 which
would normally be shifted to higher energies in a protein
environment.
The full results of these calculations are shown in Table 1.
Images showing the normal modes, absolute TPA cross sections
computed using B3LYP and CIS, and additional details of the calculations are provided in the SI.
The gas-phase OPA spectrum of HBDI was calculated both
with the Condon approximation and including non-Condon
eﬀects, and the two spectra are shown in Figure 1. The FCFs
reveal several important vibrational progressions. The low frequency modes, ν3, ν9, ν11, ν12, and ν13, contribute signiﬁcantly to
the overall broadening since their 0-1 transitions have intensity both by themselves and in combination with any other

oﬀer conclusions about the nature of the shift and the inherent
sources of broadening for GFP.
The probability of a transition between two states is proportional to the square of the transition dipole matrix element
between the initial (0) and ﬁnal (f) states:
Z
r N Þμf Ψf ðrBe , B
r N Þ drBe drBN 2
ð1Þ
P0f  ½ Ψ0 ðrBe , B
rN
where μB is the electronic dipole moment operator, B
r e and B
are the electronic and nuclear coordinates, respectively, and
Ψ0(rBe,rBN) and Ψf(rBe,rBN) are the initial and ﬁnal wave functions.
Within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, Ψ0(rBe,rBN) and
Ψf(rBe,rBN) are separated into electronic and nuclear parts such
that
r N Þ  ψe ðrBe ; B
r N Þφvib ðrBN Þ
ΨðrBe , B

ð2Þ

where φvib(rBN) is the vibrational wave function, and the dependence of ψe(rBe;rBN) on the nuclear coordinates is parametric.
Substituting this back into eq 1 gives
Z
2
f e
P0f  ½ ψe0 ðrBe ; B
r N Þφvib
r N Þφvib
0 ðr
f ðr
BN Þμ ψf ðrBe ; B
BN Þ drBe drBN 

Introducing the electronic transition moment,
Z
f0f
r N Þμf ðrBe Þφef ðrBe ; B
r N Þ drBe
μ 0e ðrBN Þ ¼ φe0 ðrBe ; B

ð3Þ
ð4Þ

the ﬁnal expression used for the transition probability is obtained as
Z
f0f
vib
r N 2
ð5Þ
P0f  ½ φvib
0 ðr
BN Þμ e ðrBN Þφf ðrBN Þ d B
This expression takes into account both the spatial overlap of
initial and ﬁnal vibrational wave functions as well as the dependence
of the transition moment on the nuclear geometry. In the Condon
approximation, the dependence of μ0f on nuclear coordinates is
neglected, giving rise to familiar Franck-Condon factors (FCFs)
deﬁned as overlaps
of vibrational wave functions of the initial and
R
ﬁnal states, [ φ0vib(rBN)φfvib(rBN) drBN]2. As demonstrated in this
letter, the inclusion of a transition moment with explicit dependence on the nuclear coordinates, i.e., non-Condon eﬀects, can lead
to both qualitative and quantitative changes in calculated spectra.
TPA is a nonlinear process, and the electronic factors that
govern these transitions can be computed as second-order
response properties.18-20 The total probability of TPA can be
described by an expression similar to eq 5 in which μB0f
e is replaced
by the TPA transition moment, δ0f
TPA:
0f

δTPA ¼

1 X 0f 0f 
0f 
Sii ðS Þjj þ 2S0f
ij ðS Þij
15 ij

ð6Þ

where the indices i and j run over Cartesian coordinates, and S0f
ij is
the two-photon transition matrix element. The two-photon
transition matrix element can itself be expressed as a sum over
transitions between ground, |0æ, excited, |næ, and ﬁnal, | f æ, states:
"
#
X Æ0jμi jnæÆnjμj jf æ Æ0jμj jnæÆnjμi jf æ
0f
þ
Sij ¼
ð7Þ
ω 0, n - ω
ω0, n - ω
n
This sum runs over all excited states, and the excitation energy
of the nth excited state and the laser energy are given by ω0,n and
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Table 1. Displacement of the Most Active Normal Coordinates (Calculated at the S0 Equilibrium Geometry) for the S1 State of the
Deprotonated HBDI Aniona
mode

assignment

frequency (cm-1)

Δq
-0.646
0.183

reference geometry

σOPA

σTPA (GM)

1.5959

2.8003

1.5902
1.6045

2.5043
2.9221

3
9

in-plane bend
rock

79
203

11

stretch

246

0.298

1.5986

2.6691

12

stretch

273

-0.297

1.6133

2.3382
2.5552

13

stretch

333

-0.221

1.5946

19

out-of-plane bend

584

0.117

1.5867

2.6776

24

NCC bend

734

0.101

1.5885

2.2879

30

breathing

61

CdC stretch

854

0.138

1.5614

3.0841

1628

-0.066

1.5783

2.9221

a

The frequencies and the calculated one- and two-photon cross sections are also shown for each displaced geometry. The displacements are given as
dimensionless scale factors along mass-weighted, normalized normal modes.

Figure 1. Stick spectrum representing the FCFs compared with the OPA
spectrum within the Condon approximation and the OPA spectrum
including the eﬀect of changes in the transition dipole moment. Energy
is given relative to the 0-0 adiabatic excitation energy.

Figure 2. Comparison of calculated and experimental OPA for the
deprotonated HBDI anion. The calculated spectrum has been convoluted with gaussians (100 cm-1 fwhm) and shifted so that the observed
and calculated peak coincides. The OPA of wild-type GFP has also been
shifted to match the peak positions so that the general shape of all three
spectra can be compared.

Franck-Condon active mode. Although the 0-0 transition has
the largest individual FCF, the higher density of peaks corresponding to combinations of low frequency modes in the region
between 300 and 400 cm-1 serves to blue-shift the peak of the
simulated spectrum (thus, in large molecules the peak maximum is
likely to be blue-shifted relative to the vertical electronic energy
diﬀerence, which should be kept in mind when comparing experimental spectra with electronic structure calculations). The full
spectrum (i.e., including non-Condon eﬀects) is also compared with
the gas-phase experimental spectrum17 obtained using the photodestruction technique, as shown in Figure 2. The calculated spectrum has been shifted so that the 0-0 adiabatic transition occurs at
20400 cm-1 allowing the calculated peak absorption to match the
peak absorption of the experimental spectrum. Although not fully
vibrationally resolved, the experimental spectrum contains features
that agree with major features of the computed spectrum. For
example, both spectra contain a peak (or shoulder) at approximately
21200 cm-1 and a peak at approximately 22100 cm-1, which
corresponds to the 0-1 transition in ν61 mode. The inclusion of
non-Condon eﬀects results in a small blue shift of the main peak by
about 30 cm-1, but does not appreciably change the overall structure.
The experimental spectrum loses intensity much slower than
the calculated spectrum at higher energies, which could be due

to either anharmonic eﬀects (neglected in our simulations) or
the incomplete deconvolution of the ionization and, especially,
autoionization channels. Since the experimental spectrum is
taken at 77 K, it may contain excitations in the low-frequency
modes, which also contribute to the broadening. The comparison
of the gas-phase action spectrum with the OPA absorption spectrum in the protein7 reveals striking similarity in the peak shape,
suggesting that the vibrational structure which leads to the
broadening in the gas-phase is also present in the native protein.
This strongly suggests that the diﬀerence between the computed
and the experimental spectra is due to the anharmonic eﬀects.
Indeed, the calculations of the S1 PES14,25 reveal that the surface
is rather ﬂat in the Franck-Condon region, which should result
in the apparent broadening of the FCF progression. Despite the
similarity, however, the high-energy side of the gas-phase and
protein spectra may experience broadening for diﬀerent reasons,
i.e., inhomogeneous broadening in the protein environment and
ionization in the gas phase. With the exception of mode 19, the
FC active modes are primarily in-plane motions, which should
also be active in the protein environment, e.g., resonance Raman
studies of the GFP and HBDI in solution have demonstrated that
490
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state.13,16 Consequently, even the direction of the dipole
moment change13 in HBDI is perpendicular to the CCC
moiety, contrary to the assumption of the Terenziani model
that it is parallel to the molecular axis (as one would expect in
donor-π-acceptor systems). Thus, it is not surprising that the
TPA cross-section computed using eq 42 from ref 27 is several
times smaller than the (already underestimated) B3LYP value.
Additionally, these models do not account for the speciﬁc
changes in the transition dipole moment that are precisely the
reason for our observed blue shift.
In this letter we have presented the theoretical spectra for
one- and two-photon absorption of the deprotonated HBDI
anion computed using the double-harmonic parallel-mode approximation and including explicit dependence of the electronic
transition moments on nuclear coordinates. The non-Condon
eﬀects result in a small blue shift (30 cm-1) in OPA, and in a much
larger shift (500 cm-1) in TPA. These results suggest that the
observed shift in the TPA peak position is most likely due to an
increase in the transition moment along certain modes, which
results in preferential transitions. Because there are nine FC
active modes, the eﬀect is not the result of a single enhancement
but a collective result where certain transitions become weaker
and certain transitions become stronger. As expected, however,
the modes with signiﬁcant enhancement are those involving
distortions of the π-structure around the central carbon. The
assignment of this shift to vibronic transitions agrees with recent
calculations that have found no evidence for a nearby state that is
only bright under two-photon absorption.10-14 Our calculations
suggest that the diﬀerence between OPA and TPA is purely
vibronic in nature. In a future study, the eﬀect of the protein
environment of the Franck-Condon and the electronic factors
of the cross sections will be investigated.

Figure 3. Comparison of OPA and TPA spectra for the deprotonated
HBDI anion. The excitation energy is relative to the adiabatic 0-0
transition. Non-Condon eﬀects blue shift the relative position of the
TPA peak by approximately 500 cm-1.

the stretching modes are not suppressed by the protein.26 The
important modes involve stretching or bending around the
central carbon which leads to a distortion of the π-structure.
As we have shown previously, a simple H€uckel model oﬀers some
rational for the observed changes in both excitation energy and
transition dipole.16
The inclusion of non-Condon eﬀects in the TPA spectrum of
HBDI, however, has a much more pronounced eﬀect, which
might be expected from the quadratic nature of the TPA matrix
elements. This can already be seen from Table 1 where the
maximum deviation of the one-photon cross-section from the
reference value is 2.5%, whereas for the two-photon cross-section
it is 18%. The comparison of the OPA spectrum with the TPA
spectrum is shown in Figure 3. The net eﬀect of including nonCondon eﬀects in the TPA spectrum is an apparent blue shift of
the peak absorption by approximately 500 cm-1. This shift
comes from preferential transition, which is enhanced by a
favorable change in transition moment, to certain vibrationally
excited modes of the S1 state. This calculation indicates that the
observed diﬀerence in peak position between OPA and TPA
spectra in the gas phase is purely vibronic in nature, and does not
require the presence of an additional “dark” state. In the protein,
both OPA and TPA will be aﬀected by the local environment;
however, we believe that the underlying vibrational structure to
both spectra should still be present. Since the blue TPA-OPA
shift of a similar magnitude has been observed both in the protein
environment and in the solution of the model chromophore
(HBDI) in methanol,7 it is reasonable to expect that the diﬀerent
dependence of the OPA and TPA electronic factors on the
chromophore’s geometry will not be eliminated by the interactions with the environment.
Because there is only a single bright low-energy transition, it
is tempting to apply an eﬀective two-state model to describe
the observed spectra, such as those developed by Terenziani
and co-workers.27-30 These models, however, work best for
compounds with well-deﬁned charge symmetry such as donor-π-acceptor compounds because they make certain assumptions about the nature of the ground and excited states
that do not apply in our case, i.e., due to an almost perfect
resonance, the electronic structure of HBDI is of allylic type,
and the ππ* transition does not result in a charge-separated
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